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1. Please provide a brief introduction, including your name, the genre(s)
you write in, previous work and where you are based.

My name is Dean Petersen, and I write horror, thriller, mystery books. To date I have
released Anna Schutz. (audio book), and The Burqa Cave. (Releases on Paperback

and Digital August 10th)

2. Which of your books / pieces of writing are you most proud of, and why?
Right now I’m trying to get Esperanza Blanca and the Groves Massacre House

published. It’s my favorite story about a teen who’s love of horror movies leads him to
uncover a local legend surrounding an abandoned house in the orange groves near

his home and a decades-old unsolved murder.

3. How long on average does it take you to write a book?
My first draft doesn’t take more than a few months, but much of the time the

revisions and add-ons take forever.

4. What is the most difficult part of your artistic process?
Trying to get published. Also, the fear that while I may love a work very much, I

might be very blind to how others will perceive it.

5. What was your hardest scene to write
In Esperanza Blanca and the Groves Massacre House, the teenage protagonist finds

some old 8mm film strips in which a fellow teen is making horror movies. I was
essentially writing a scene about someone watching a film strip which isn’t that exciting,
but I still really enjoyed exploring how infatuated the main character becomes with this

girl and all the things he infers about her as he watches.



6. Do you read your book reviews? How do you deal with bad or
good ones?

Yep. I’m always looking for feedback. It’s not exactly a book review, but the most
disheartening thing I’ve read so far was from a publisher who said that my current
manuscript just isn’t getting them interested fast enough. I love this MS so I was
sad to hear it, but I think they are right and I appreciate their feedback. I think it

helps to look at bad reviews as a way to improve writing. However, some reviews
are also just flat out negative or dismissive and if they don’t help me improve my

work then it’s probably okay to ignore them.

7. What kind of research do you do, and how long do you spend
researching before beginning a book?

I really try to stick to things and places I’ve had first-hand experiences with.
(Military, Filmmaking, Places I’ve lived) However if I had more time and money, I’d

like to visit more places and try to inject the feeling I get there into my stories.

8. What does literary success look like to you?
I’d like to say you are successful if, “your writing makes you happy,” and I think

that’s true, but we’ve all had times when our writing actually frustrates us or pre-
occupies us. Maybe the truth is we’re successful when we keep writing and keep
striving to try something new or make something better each time. I guess at the
best level, success might include making enough to pay your bills by writing, but

again, I think the best part is when what you are writing makes you excited or
helps you grow.

9. How many unpublished and half-finished books do you have?
I have about five completed manuscripts that are in some stage of cleaning up. I

also have a few half-started ones.

10. What’s your favorite under-appreciated novel?
I don’t think it was really “under-appreciated,” but I really loved Psycho by Robert
Bloch. I loved how so much of it is told by the main character’s inner monologue,

but it remains exciting

11. What was the best money you ever spent as a writer? (E.g.
software, self-help books, marketing books etc.

I haven’t spent much yet. Once my first book releases on August 10th I’ll try
putting more money into marketing and see if it was worth it.



12. Do you want each book to stand on its own, or are you trying to
build a body of work with connections between each book?
I’m all about the standalones, because there’s so much freedom to try

something totally different in each book.

13. What are common traps for aspiring writers?
Waiting for inspiration. If you only exercise when you have a lot of energy you will

never get stronger/faster/better. Writing is the 
same way. It really helps if you just make a habit of doing it every day -even if it’s

not for very long.


